Banging up coke? Use clean works.

The safest way to avoid Hep C and HIV is to share coke as a powder and not as a solution. Use your own works, water, filter and spoon.

1. Split the coke in powder, not solution.
2. Cook it up to avoid impurities.

For more information on safer injecting contact:
- Ana Liffey Drug Project: 876 0890
- NNE Outreach: 882 0300
- Merchants Quay Ireland: 878 0044
- USCC: 873 3799

If you are going to share coke in a solution, always use clean works.
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NEVER share water

NEVER share spoons or filters

NEVER share tooters

ALWAYS use your own water for cleaning your syringe or mixing-up your coke.

ALWAYS use your own spoon and filters

ALWAYS use your own tooters

1. It is best to use sterile water from your needle exchange or boil water and let it cool.

CLEANING YOUR SYRINGE WITH WATER DOES NOT PROTECT YOU FROM HEP C AND HIV, ALWAYS USE YOUR OWN CLEAN WORKS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SAFER INJECTING CONTACT:

ANNA LIFFY DRUG PROJECT
087 609 0820

RSE OUTREACH
082 090 0211

MERCHANTS QUIRKE IRELAND
087 094 456

NSC
087 379 0211
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Avoid mix-ups

Remember: there are different forms of HIV and Hep C, protect yourself, your partner and friends.

Identify your works

Use syringe markers and always know what syringe is yours.

If you don't have a syringe marker, make sure you mark your syringe another way.